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June 23, 1998 SECRETARY OF STATE 
• 
TO: ALL COUNTY CLERKS/REGISTRARS OF VOTERS (98257) 
Pursuant to Section 9033 of the Elections Code, I hereby certify that on June 23, 1998 
the certificates received from the County Clerks or Registrars of Voters by the Secretary 
of State established that the Initiative Statute, PUBLIC SCHOOLS. CLASS SIZE 
REDUCTION. PARENT-TEACHER COUNCIL. TEACHER CREDENTIALlNG., has been 
signed by the requisite number of qualified electors needed to declare the petition 
sufficient. The PUBLIC SCHOOLS. CLASS SIZE REDUCTION. PARENT-TEACHER 
COUNCIL. TEACHER CREDENTIALING. INITIATIVE STATUTE., is, therefore, qualified 
for the November 3, 1998 General Election. 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. CLASS SIZE REDUCTION. PARENT-TEACHER COUNCiL. 
TEACHER CREDENTIALING. INITIATIVE STATUTE. Creates fund for reduction of 
kindergarten through third-grade class size. School district eligibility for money from fund 
requires establishment of school-site governing council of parents/teachers for each 
school. Council, in conSUltation with principal, to make all curriculum/expenditure 
decisions for school; principal responsible for personnel decisions. Pupil performance tc 
be utilized for teacher evaluations. Teachers must pass subject matter examinations for 
credential and assignment to teach particular subjects. Immediate pupil suspension 
required for controlled substance possession. Creates Chief Inspector of Public Schools' 
Office to evaluate quality of schools. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and 
Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local government: This measure would 
result in annual increased state costs for various new school program requirements, 
offset by redirected expenditures from other activities and fees. There will be annual 
increased costs to school districts due to new school-site and teacher credentialing 
provisions, generally offset by reductions in other areas of opeiation. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto 
set my hand and affix the Great Seal of 
the State of California this 23rd day of 
June, 1998. 
JUN 2 9 1998 
l l"""'~ .~ " . - , 
BILL JON~..: . I~·"-,'·~·' " • < . - - ~'- ~--.'" _ ..... , . ,- " 













Uniform Commercial Code 
BILL JONES 
Secretary of State 
: State of California 
February 3, 1998 
ELECTIONS DIVISION 
(916) 657-2166 
1500 - Ilth STREET 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814 
Voter Registration Hotline 
1-800-345-VOTE 









SUBJECT: INITIATIVE #800 
Pursuant to Elections Code section 336, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title and 
Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed initiative measure entitled: 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. CLASS SIZE REDUCTION. 
PARENT·TEACHER COUNCIL. TEACHER CREDENTIALING. 
INITIATIVE STATUTE. 
The proponents of the above-named measure are: 
The Honorable Pete Wilson 
Marian Bergeson 
Yvonne Larsen 
c/o Mr. Richard D. Martland 
Nielsen, Merksamer, Parrinello, Mueller & Naylor, LLP 
770 L Street, Suite 800 
Sacramento, California 95814 
"Ensuring the integrity of California's election process" 
RECEIVED 
FEB 1 J 1998 
LIBRARY 
'"' "~I"'I" 'ee' lEG" OFTHr: I AI'J • .. • '"" I 10 ...... -.J .......... ..... L. "). • 
• 
#800 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. CLASS SIZE REDUCTION. 
PARENT-TEACHER COUNCIL. TEACHER CREDENTIALING. 
INITIATIVE STATUTE. 
CIRCULATING AND FILING SCHEDULE 
, 
1. Minimum number of signatures required: ................................................... 433,269 
California Constitution, Article II, Section 8(b) 
2. Official Su mmary Date: ................................................................ Tuesday, 02103/98 
Elections Code section (EC§) 336 
3. Petitions Sections: 
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for 
signatures (EC §336) ............................................................. Tuesday, 02/03/98 
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file 
with the county. All sections are to be filed at the 
same time within each county (EC §336, 9030(a» .................... Friday, 07103/98 
c. Last day for county to determine total number of 
signatures affixed to petitions and to transmit total 
to the Secretary of State (EC §9030(b» ............................ Wednesday, 07/15/98 
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to 07/03/98, 
the county has eight working days from the filing of the petition to determine the 
total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to transmit the total to the 
Secretary of State) (EC §9030(b». 
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total number 
of signatures filed with all county clerks/registrars of 
voters meets the minimum number of required signatures, 
and notifies the counties (EC §9030( c» ................................... Friday, 07/24/98* 
e. Last day for county to determine total number of qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State 
(E C §9030( d)( e» ........................................................................ Friday, 09/04/98 
* Date varies based on receipt of county certification. 
• 
-
, "' • 
• 
INITIATIVE #800 
Circulating and Filing Schedule continued: 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of 
qualified voters who signed the petition on a date' other than 07/24/98, the last 
day is no later than the thirtieth day after the county's receipt of notification). 
(EC §9030(d)(e)). 
f. If the signature count is more than 476,596 or less than 
411,606 then the Secretary of State certifies the petition as 
qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the signature 
count is 'between 411,606 and 476,596 inclusive, then the 
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the random 
sampling technique to determine the validity of all 
signatures (EC §9030(f)(g); 9031 (a)) ..................................... Monday, 09/14/98* 
g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State 
(EC §9031 (b)(c)) .................................................................... Tuesday, 10/27/98 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of 
qualified voters who have signed the petition on a date other than 09/14/98, the 
last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt of 
notification). E C §9031 (b)( c). 
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been 
signed by the number of qualified voters required to declare 
the petition sufficient (EC §9031 (d); 9033) ........................... Saturday, 10/31/98* 
NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 3,1998 GENERAL 
ELECTION: This initiative must be certified for the ballot 131 days before the election (June 25, 
1998). Please remember to time your submissions accordingly. For example, in order to allow 
the maximum time permitted by law for the random sample verification process, it is suggested 
that proponents file their petitions to county elections official by April 17, 1998. If a 100% check of 
Signatures is necessary, it is advised that the petitions be filed by February 25, 1998: 
* Date varies based on receipt of county certification. 
• 
IMPORTANT POINTS 
• California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses gathered 
on initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the initiative measure 
for the ballot. This means that the petitions cannot be used to create or add to 
mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose, including fundraising or requests for 
support. Any such misuses constitutes a crime under California law. Elections 
Code section 18650; Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 123 Cal. App. 3d 825, 177 
Cal. Rptr. 621; 63 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 37 (1980). 
• Please refer to Elections Code sections 100,101,104,9001, 9008, 9009, 9021, 
and 9022 for appropriate format and type consideration in printing, typing and 
otherwise preparing your initiative petition for circulation in printing, typing and 
otherwise preparing your initiative petition for circulation and signatures, Please 
send a copy of the petition after you have it printed. This copy is not for our 
review or approval, but to supplement our file. 
• Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the 
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq. A 
brief summary is attached for your reference. 
• When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the official 
title of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General. Use of this 
title will assist elections officials in referencing the proper file. 
• When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by 
someone other than the proponent, the required authorization shall include the 
name or names of the persons filing the petition. 
• When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide a blank 




DANIEL E. LUNGREN 
Attorney General 
State of California 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
r '" 
Bill Jones 
Secretary of State 
1500 - 11th Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
February 3, 1998 
Re: Initiative Title and Summary 
1300 I STREET. SUITE 125 
P.O. BOX 944255 
SACRAMENTO. CA 94244-2550 
(916) 445-9555 
Facsimile: (916) 323-2137 
(916) 324-5490 
FILED' 
In the 0lllC8 of the Secretary of State 
01 the Slate of California 
FEB - 31998 
ILL JONES, Sacr lary 01 State .--r 
../ ~.---­
Deputy secreta~ry ='Of~Sta=:::te:::""::':: 
Subject: PUBLIC SCHOOLS. CLASS SIZE REDUCTION. PARENT·TEACHER COUNCIL. 
TEACHER CREDENTIALING. INITIATIVE STATUTE. 
File No: SA 97 RF 0078 
Dear Mr. Jones: 
Pursuant to the provisions of sections 9004 and 336 of the Elections Code, you are 
,. " hereby notified that on this day we mailed to the proponent of the above-identified proposed 
initiative our title and summary. 
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal letter to the proponent, a copy of our title and 
summary, a declaration of service thereof, and a copy of the proposed measure. 
According to information available in our records, the name and address of the 
proponent are as stated on the declaration of service. 
CL:fec 
Enclosures 
cc: The Honorable Pete Wilson 
Ms. Marian Bergeson 
r ' Ms. Yvonne Larsen 
Sincerely, 





Date: February 3, 1998 
File No: SA97RFOO78 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief 
purpose and points of the proposed measure: 
• 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. CLASS SIZE REDUCTION. PARENT-TEACHER COUNCIL. 
TEACHER CREDENTIALING. INITIATIVE STATUTE. Creates fund for reduction of 
kindergarten through third-grade class size. School district eligibility for money from fund 
• 
requires establishment of school-site governing council of parents/teachers for each school. 
Council, in consultation with principal, to make all curriculum/expenditure decisions for 
school; principal responsible for personnel decisions. Pupil perfOimance to be utilized for 
teacher evaluations. Teachers must pass subject matter examinations for credential and 
assignment to teach particular subjects. Immediate pupil suspension required for controlled 
substance possession. Creates Chief Inspector of Public Schools' Office to evaluate quality 
• 
of schools. Summary of estimate by' Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of fiscal 
impact on state and local government: This measure would result in annual increased state 
costs for various new school program requirements, offset by redirected expenditures from 
other activities and fees. There will be annual increased costs to school districts due to new 
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;4".J+ . .. /-NS 
Connie Lemus 
Initiative Coordinator 
January 28, 1998 
Office of the Attorney General 
1300 I Street, 17th Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR 
ATTORNEY GENERALIS OFFICE 
Re: Permanent Class Size Reduction and Educational Opportunities Act pf 1998 
SA97RF0078 - Amendment No.1 
Dear Ms. Lemus: 
Enclosed is Amendment No. 1 to the above initiative. This amendment is non-substantive 
and corrects a single typographical error appearing in Sec.tion 14 of the initiative. The error 
appears in proposed Education Code section 52129(c), the last sentence of which reads: 
From the total funds allocated to school districts from the General Fund pursuant 
to subdivision (b) of Section 8.5 of Article XVI of the California Constitution, the 
Contro1\er shal1 annual1y transfer to the Class Size Reduction Fund the .a.!TI0unt 
• 
calculated pursuant to this subdivision. . 
• 
" 
The reference to section 8.5 should have been a reference to section "8", the Proposition 




Pete Wilson, Governor 
Marian Bergeson, Secretary 
Child Development & Education 
Yvonne Larsen, President 






THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 
SECTION 1. This act shall be known, and may be 
cited, as the Permanent Class Size Reduction and 
Educational Opportunities Act of 1998. • 
SEC. 2 .. (a) The people of the State of 
California find anp declare all of the following: 
(1) High expectations for the academic achievement 
of all children in California are essential elements of the 
public school system. 
(2) Small class • s~zes, well-trained teachers, a 
o 
safe learning environment, and parent participation in the 
public schools are essential components of an educational 





(3) Information on the quality of education • ~n 
each public school is essential to identify low-performing 
schools that are not providing our children with the 
• 
opportunity to achieve our high expectations. 
~) In enacting the Permanent Class Size Reduction 
and Educational Opportunities Act of 1998, it is the intent 
• • 
of the people of the State of California to accomplish all 
• • 
of the following: 
(1) To give parents a significant role in 
improving the educational program at the schools attended 










('2) To ensure that persons ,licensed to teach in 
California possess essential subject-matter knowledge. 
, 
(3) To enable school principals to identify, 
assist, and, if necessary, re'move from their schools, 
teachers who are not contributing to pupil achievement. 
(4) To provide a safe learning environment that 
fosters learning by keeping mind-altering illegal drugs 
out of the hands of school children.' 
, 
(5) To provide a funding guarantee for class 
size reduction for kindergarten and grades 1 to 3, 
inclusive. 
(6) To provide information to parents, the 
general public, and elected officials on the perfO[[(lanCe 
of individual public schools so that corrective action may 
, 
be taken in low-performing schools. 
SEC. 3. Chapter 2.5 (commencing with Section 
33250) is added to Part 20 of the Education,~ode, to read: - .' , 
CHAPTER 2.5 •. OFFICE OF THE CHIEF INSPECTOR OF THE 
, 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS • 
33250. The Office of the Chief Inspector of the 
Public Schools is hereby established in the state 
government. • • 
33250.5. The Office of the Chief Inspector of 
, 







state government. The Chief Inspector of the Public 
Schools shall appoint and discharge employe~s, consistent 
with applicable civil service laws, and shall establish 
the compensation of these employees and prescribe their 
duties. 
33251. The Chief Inspector of the Public 
Schools shall be appointed by the Governor and shall serve 
for no more than one term of ten years. The appointment 
of the Chief Inspector of the Public Schools shall not be 
subject to approval by the Senate, but the Chief Inspector 
of the Public Schools may be removed from that office by a 
• 
two-thirds vote of all members elected to each house of 
the Legislature. 
33251.5. The Chi~f Inspector of the Public 
Schools r or employees of the Office of the Chief Inspector 
• 
of the Public Schools r acting at the direction of the 
Chief Inspector r shall inspect each of the_p~blic - . --
elementary and secondary schools in California at least 
• 
once every two years. The Chief Inspector of the Public 
Schools shall submit an annual report on his or her 
findings to the Governor, the Legislature, the State Board 
of Education r and the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction. • • 
33252. The annual report of the Chi~f 










necessarily be limited to, all of the following: 
(a) A ranking of the public schools in , 
categories of comparable grade levels in order of the 
quality of education offered by the schools. 
(b) Identification of the strengths and 
weaknesses of each public school. 
(c) Achievement scores, dropout rates, 
attendance rates, college entrance rates, vocational 
program entrance rates, scores on the SAT and other 
standardized tests, and othe~ information as determined 
by the chief inspector. 
r " 33252.5 Funding for the Office of the Chief 
Inspector of the Public Schools shall be pr-,?vided in ., 
• 
the annual Budget Act, however, the annual Budget Act 
appropriation for support of the State Department of 
Education shall be reduced by an amount equal to the 
annual Budget Act appropriation for the Office of the 
Chief Inspector of the Public Schools . 
• 
33253. This chapter shall become operabive 
on July 1, 1999. 
• 
SEC. 4. Section 44252.9 is added to the 






44252.9. The commission may issue a 
• 
preliminary multiple or single subject teaching 
• 
credential, for a period not to exceed two years, to any 
applicant qualifying under Section 44227 pending 
completion of the requirements in subdivision (a), (b), or 
, (c), or to any applicant for a designated subjects 
teaching credential pending completion of the requirement 
in subdivision (c). 
. 
(a) A commission-approved examination to verify 
subject matter competence. • 
(b) A course or examination on the teaching of 
reading. 
(c) A course or examination on the provisions 
and principles of the Unite~ States Constitution. 
(d) This section shall apply to credentials 
issued on or after. January 1, 1999. 
SEC. 5. Section 44253 of the Education Code is ---- --• 
amended to read: 
44253. The commission may issue a preliminary 
multiple or single subject teaching credential, for a 
• . 
period not to exceed two years, to any applicant 
qualifying under Section 44227 pending completion of the 
requirements in subdivision (a), (b), or (c), or-bo any 
applicant for a d~signated subjects teaching credential 
. . . 













(a) A commission-approved subject matter 
• 
preparation program'or examination to verify subject 
matter competence. 
(b) A course or examination on the teaching of 
reading. 
(c) A course or examination on the provisions 
• 
and principles of the United States Constitution. 
(d) This section shall apply to credentials 
. 
issued on or before December 31, 1998. Credentials issued 
• • 
• · . . 
after that date shall:be subject to Section 44252.9. 
SEC. 6. Section 44256 of the Education Code is 
amended to read: 
44256. Authorization for teaching credentials 
shall be of four basic kinds~ as defined below: 
(a) IISingle subject instruction" means the 
practice of assig~ment.of teachers and students to 
• 
• 
specified subject· matter courses, as is commonly practiced -- -- • -. 
in California high schools and most California junior high 
· . 
schools. The holder of a' single subject teaching 
credential or a standard secondary credential or a special 
secondary teaching credential, as defined in this 
subdivision, who has completed 20 semester hours of 
coursework or 10 semester hours of upper divisio~ pr 
• 
graduate coursework approved by the commission at an 
• • • • 
accredited institution in any subject commonly taught in 
• 
• 
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grades 7 to 12, inclusive, other than the subject for 
which he or -she is already certificated to teach, shall be 
eligible to have this subject appear on the credential as 
• 
an authorization to teach this subject. The commission, 
. by regulation, may require that evidence of additional 
competence is a condition for instruction in particular 
subjects, including, but not limited to, foreign 
languages. The commission may establish and implement 
alternative requirements for additional authorizatibns to 
the single subject credentiat on the basis of specialized 
needs. For purposes of this subdivision, a special 
secondary teaching credential means a special secondary 
teaching credential issued on the basis of at. least a _. 
baccalaureate degree, a student teaching requirement, and 
24 semester units of coursework in the subject specialty 
of the credential. 
(b) (1) "Multiple subject instruction" means 
·the practice of assignment of teachers and students for 
-
multiple subject matter instruction, as is commonly 
practiced in California elementary schools and as is 
commonly practiced in early childhood education. 
The 
(2) The holder of a multiple subject teaching 
credential or a standard elementary credential who has 
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hours of upper division or graduate coursework approved by 
the commission at an accredited institution in any subject 
• 
commonly taught in grades 9 and below shall be eligible to 
have that subject appear on the credential as 
authorization to teach the subject in departmentalized 
• 
classes in grades g' and below. The governing board of a 
school district by resolution may authorize the holder of 
a multiple subject teaching credential or a standard 
elementary credential to teach any subject in 
departmentalized classes to a~given class or group of 
students below grade 9, provided that the teacher has 
completed at least 12 semester units, or six upper 
division or graduate units, of coursework at-_a,n accredited 
• 
institution in each subject to be taught. The 
authorization shall be with the teacher's consent . 
However, the commission, by regulation, may provide that 
evidence of additional competence is necessary for 
• 
instruction in particular subjects, including, but not 
limited to, foreign languages. The commission may-
establish and implement alternative requirements .for 
• • 
• 
additional authorizations to the multiple subject 
credential on the basis of specialized needs. 
• (c) "Specialist instruction" means any 
specialty requiring advanced preparation or special 
competence including, but not limited to, reading 
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• • • • • • • 
specialist, mathematics specialist, specialist in special 
education, or early childhood education, and such other 
specialties as the commission may determine. 
(d) "Designated subjects" means the.practice of 
assignment of teachers and students to designated 
technical, trade, or vocational courses which courses may 
be part of a program of trade, technical, or vocational 
education. 
(e) This section shall apply to authorizations 
issued on or before December 31, 1998. Authorizations 
issued after that date shall be subject to Section 
44256.1. 
SEC. 7 . Section 44256.1 is added.to the - . .' 
Education Code, to read: 
44256.1. Authorization for teaching 
credentials shall be of four basic kinds, as defined 
below: 
(a) IISingle subject instruction" means the 
• 
practice of assignment of teachers and students'to' 
• 
specified subject matter courses, as is commonly practiced 
in California high schools and most California junior high 
schools. 
(b) "Multiple subject instruction" means the 
• 
practice of assignment of teachers and students for 
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• 
practiced in California elementary schools and as is 
commonly practiced in early childhood education. 
('c) II Specialis t instruction II means any • 
• 
specialty requiring advanced preparation or special 
• 
competence including, but not limited to, reading 
specialist, mathematics specialist, specialist in special 
• 
education, or early childhood education, and such other 
specialties as the commission may determine. 
(d) IIDesignated subjects" means the practice of 
assignment of teachers and st~dents to designated 
technical, trade, or vocational courses which courses may 




(e) This section shall apply to authorizations 
issued on or after January 1, 1999. • 
SEC. 8. Section 44258.3 of the Education Code 
is amended to read: 
44258.3. (a) The governing board of a school 
district may assign the holder of a credential, other than 
• • 
an emergency permit, to teach any subjects in 
• 
, departmentalized classes in kindergarten or any of grades 
1 to 12, inclusive, provided that the governing board 
verifies, prior to making the assignment, that the teacher 
has adequate knowledge of each subject to be taught and 
-r "' 
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,. 
board shall adopt policies and procedures for the purpOse 
of verifying the adequacy of subject knowledge on the part 
• 
of each of those teachers. The governing board shall 
involve subject matter specialists in the subjects 
• 
co~only taught in the district in the development and 
• 
implementation of the polidies and procedures, and shall 
include in those policies and procedures both of the 
following: 
(1) One or more of the following ways to·assess 
subject matter competence: ~ 
(A) Observation by subject matter specialists, 
as defined in subdivision (d). 
• 
(B) Oral interviews. 
(C) Demonstration lessons. 
'--. , 
(D) Presentation of curricular portfolios. 
(E) Written examinations. 
(2) Specific criteria and standards for 
. 
•• 
verifying adequacy of subject matter knowledge using any 
of the methods in paragraph (1). The criteria shall 
include, but need not· be limited to, evidence of ~he 
• 
candidate's knowledge of the subject matter to be taught, 
including demonstrated knowledge of the curriculum , 
framework for the subject to be taught and the specific 
content of the course of study in the school district for 
the subject, at the grade level to be taught. 
-11- • , 
, 
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(b) Teaching assignments made pursuant to this 
section shall be valid only in that school district. The 
principal of ·the school, or other appropriate 
administrator, shall riotify the exclusive representative 
of the certificated employees for that school district, as 
provided under Chapter 10.7 (commencing with Section 3540) 
of Division 4 of Title 1 of the Government Code, of each 
instance in which a teacher is assigned to teach classes 
pursuant to this s·ection. Any school district policy or 
procedures adopted and teachin~ assignments made pursuant 
to this section shall be included in the report required 
by subdivisions (a) and (e) of Section 44258.9. The 
Commission on Teacher Credentialing may suspand the - . .' 
authority of a school district to use the teaching 
assignment option authorized by this section upon a 
finding that the school district has violated the 
provisions of this section. 
• (c) Nothing in this section shall be construed 
to alter the effect'of Section 44955 with regard· tQ the 
reduction by a school district governing board of the 
• 
number of certificated employees. 
(d) For the purposes of this section, "subject 
matter specialists" are mentor teachers, curriculum 
specialists, resource teachers, classroom teachers 
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matter projects or curriculum institutes, or college 
faculty. 
(e') This section shall apply only to 
assignments made on or before December 31, 1998. 
• 
SEC. 9. Section 44259 of the Education Code is 
amended to read: 
44259. (a) Each program of professional 
preparation for multiple or single subject teaching 
, 
credentials shall not include more than one year of, or 
the equivalent of one-fifth Qf a five-year program in, 
professional preparation. 
(b) The minimum requirements for the 
preliminary multiple or single subject teacqjng 
-- -' , 
credential, are all of the following: 
(1) A baccalaureate degree or higher degree, 
except in professional education, from a regionally 
accredited institution of postsecondary education. 
(2) Passage of the state basic skills 
examination that is developed and administered by. the 
commission pursuant to Section 44252.5. 
(3) Completion of a program of not more than 
one year of professional preparation that has been 
approved or accredited on the basis of standards of 
program quality and effectiveness pursuant to subdivision 
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Section 44372, or Section 44376. 
• 
· . · · ';, • • · • • • • • • • • • • •• " • • • • • • • • • • 
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• 
• (4) Study of alternative methods of developing 
English language skills, including the study of reading as 
described in subparagraphs (A) and (B), among all pupils, 
• 
• -
including those for whom English is a second language, • 1.n 
'. . accordance with the commissl.on's standards of program 
quality and effectiveness. The study of reading shall 
meet the following requirements: 
(A) Commencing January 1, 1997, satisfactory 
completion of comprehensive reeding instruction that is 
research-based and includes all of .the following: 
• 
(i) The study of organized, systematic, 
explicit skills including phonemic awareness,_ direct, 
. . 
~. .. 
systematic, explicit phonics, and decoding skills . 
. 
(ii) A strong literature, language, and 
comprehension 'component with a balance of oral and written 
language. 
(iii) Ongoing diagnostic techniques that inform 
teaching and assessment. • • 
(iv) Early intervention techniques. 
(v) Guided practice in a clinical setting. 
(B) (i) For the purposes of this section, 
"direct, systematic, explicit phonics" means phonemic 
awareness, spelling patterns, the direct instruction of 
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relationship of direct, systematic, explicit phonics to 
the components set forth in clauses (i) to (v), inclusive. 
A 
(ii) A program for the multiple subjects -
credential also shall include the study of integrated 
methods of teaching language arts. 
(5) eemp~eeien of a stlbjeee maeeer pregram that 
has been appreved by the eomm±ss±on on the basis Of 
standards of program qtla~iey and effeetiveness ptlrstlant to 
Artie~e 6 teemmeneing with Seecien 443tet er Commencing 
January 1, 1999, passage of a subject matter examination 
pursuant to Article 5 (commencing with Section 44280). 
(6) Demonstration of a knowledge of the -. • 
principles and provisions of the Constitution of the 
United States pursuant to Section 44335. 
• • 
(7) Commencing January 1, 2000, demonstration, 
in accordance with the commission's standards of program 
quality and effectiveness, of basic competency in the use 
of computers in the classroom. 
(c) The minimum requirements for the 
professional multiple or single subject teaching 
• 
• • 
credential shall include completion of the following 
studies: 
(1) Study of health education, including study 
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physiological and sociological effects of abuse of 
alcohol, narcotics, and drugs and the use of tobacco . 
• 
Training in cardiopulmonary resuscitation shall also meet 
the standards established by the American Heart 
Association or the American Red Cross. 
(2) Study and field experience in methods of 
delivering appropriate educational services to students 
with exceptional needs in regular education programs. 
(3) Study, in accordance with the commission's 
standards of program quality and effectiveness, of 
advanced computer-based technology, including the uses of 
technology in educational settings. 
(4) Completion of an approved 
• 
fift.h year. -. 
• 
•• • 
program after completion of a baccalaureate degree at an 
accredited institution . 
• 
(d) A credential that was issued prior to the 
effective date of this section shall remain in force as 
long as it is valid under the laws and regulations that 
• 
were in effect on the date it was issued. The commission 
may not, by regulation, invalidate an otherwise v~lid 
credential unless it issues to the holder of the 
credential, in substitution, a new credential authorized 
• 
• 
by another provision in this chapter that is no less 
restrictive than the credential for which it was 
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• 
and th~ grades, classes, or types of schools in which it 
author~zes service. 
(e) Notwithstanding this section, persons who 
were performing teaching services as of January 1, 1991, 
pursuant to the language of this section that was in 
effect prior to that date, may continue to perform those 
services without complying with any requirements that may 
be added by the amendments adding this subdivision. 
(f) Subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (4) 
of subdivision (b) do not ap~ly to any person who, as of 
January 1, 1997, holds a multiple or single subject 
teaching credential, or to any person enrolled in a 
program of professional preparation for a multiple or .' 
• • • 
single subject teaching credential as of January 1, 1997, 
• 
who subsequently completes t~at program. It is the intent 
of the Legislature that the requirements of subparagraphs 
(A) and (B) of paragraph (4) of subdivision (b) be applied 
only to persons who enter a program of professional 
preparation on or after January 1, 1997. • • 
SEC. 10. Section 44280 of the Education Code 
• 
is amended to read: 
44280. ~he Commencing January 1, 1999, the 
adequacy of subject matter preparation and the basis for 
assignment of certified personnel shall be determined by 
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(a) Successful passage of a subject matter 
• 
examination as certified by the commispion, exeepc as 
speeifiea%%y'waived as se~ £~rch ift Arciexe 6 +e~mmefte±ft9 
wieh Seeci~ft 44349t ~£ ehis ehapeer. For the purpose of 
determining the adequacy of subject matter knowledge of 
languages for which'there are no adequate examinations, 
the commission may establish guidelines for accepting 
assessments performed by organizations that are expert in 
the language and culture assessed . 
.. 
(b) Submission of ~ portfolio of lesson plans 
in the subject areas to be taught. These lesson plans 
shall meet standards for lesson plans in the California 
public schools. These standards shall be d~v~loped and 
adopted ~ the commission. 
SEC. 11. Article 6 (commencing with Section 
44310) of Chapter 2 of Part 25 of the Education Code is 
repealed. 
SEC. 12. Section 48915 of the Education Code 
is amended to read: • • 
48915. (a) Except as provided in subdivisions 
(c) and (e), the principal or the superintendent of 
schools shall recommend the expulsion of a pupil for any 
of the following acts committed at school or at a school 
activity off school grounds, unless the principal or 
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• 
to the particular circumstance: 
(1) Causing s~rious physical injury to another 
person, except in self-defense. 
(2) Possession of any knife, explosive, or 
other dangerous object of no reasonable use to the pupil. 
(3) an~awftlx pessessien ef any eoncro~~ed 
t4t Robbery or extortion. 
t5t -- . • 
. 
(4) Assault or battery, as defined in Sections 
240 and 242 of the Penal Code, upon any school employee. 
(b) Upon recommendation by the principal, 
superintendent of schools, or by a hearing officer or 
administrative panel· appointed pursuant to subdivision (d) 
of Section 48918, the governing board may order a.pupil 
expelled upon finding that the pupil committed an act 
• 
listed in subdivision (a) or in subdivision (a), (b), (c), 
(d), or (e) of Section 48900. A decision to expel shall 
be based on a finding of one or both of the following: 
(1) Other means of correction are not feasible 
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(2) Due to the nature of the act, the presence 
of the pupil causes a continuing danger to the physical 
• 
safety of the pupil or others.· 
(c) The principal or superintendent of schools 
shall immediately suspend, pursuant to Section 48911, and 
shall recommend expulsion of a pupil that he or she 
determines has committed any of the following acts at 
school or at a school activity off school grounds: 
(1) Possessing, selling, or otherwise 
furnishing a firearm. This sub~ivision does not apply to 
an act of possessing a firearm if the pupil had obtained 
prior written permission to possess the firearm from a 
certificated school employee, which is concur~~9 in .by t~e 
principal or the designee of the principal. This 
subdivision applies to an act of possessing a firearm only 
if the possession is verified by an employee of a school 
district. 
'2) Brandishing a knife at another person. 
(3) Unlawfully selling a controlled substance 
listed in Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 11053). of 
Division 10 of the Health and Safety Code. 
(4) Committing or attempting to commit a sexual 
assault as defined in subdivision (n) of Section 48900 or 
committing a sexual battery as defined in subdivision (n) 
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(5) Unlawful possession of any controlled 
. -
substance listed in Chapter ~ (commencing with Section 
" 
11053) of Division 10 of the Health and Safety Code, 
except for the first offense for the possession of not 
more than 28.5 grams of marijuana, other than concentrated 
cannabis. 
(d) The governing board shall order a pupil 
expelled upon finding that the pupil committed an act 
listed in subdivision (c), and shall refer that pupil to a 
program of study that 
>i 
meets all of the following 
conditions: 
(1) Is appropriately prepared to accommodate 
pupils who exhibit discipline problems. -- -- . .. 
(2) Is not provided at a comprehensive middle, 
junior, or senior high school, or at any elementary 
school. 
• 
(3) Is not housed at the schoolsite attended by 
the pupil at the time of suspension. 
(e) Upon recommendation by the principal, 
superintendent of schools, or by.a hearing officer or 
administrative panel appointed pursuant to subdivision (d) 
of Section 48918, the governing board may order a pupil 
expelled upon finding that the pupil, at school or at a 
school activity off of school grounds violated subdivision 
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48900, or Section 48900.2, 48900.3, or 48900.4, and either 
of the following: 
(f) That other means of correction are not 
feasible or have repeatedly failed to bring about proper 
conduct. 
(2) That due to the nature of the violation, 
the presence of the pupil causes a continuing danger to 
the physical safety of the pupil or others. -
(f) The governing board shall refer a-pupil who 
has been expelled pursuant to subdivision (b) or (e) to a 
program of study that meets all of the conditions 
specified in subdivision (d). Notwithstanding this 
subdivision, with respect to a pupil expelle~~ursuant to 
subdivision (e), if the county superintendent of schools 
certifies that an alternative program of study is not 
available at a site away from a comprehensive middle, 
junior, or senior high school, or an elementary school, 
and that the only option for placement is at another 
comprehensive middle, junior, or senior high school, or 
another elementary school, the pupil may be referr'ed to a 
program of study that is provided at a comprehensive 
middle, junior, or senior high school, or at an elementary 
school. 
(g) As used in this section, "knife" means any 
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blade fitted primarily for stabbing, a weapon with a blade 
fitted primarily for stabbing, a weapon with a blade 
• 
• 
longer than 3 1/2 inches, a folding knife with a blade 
that locks into place, or a razor with an unguarded blade. 
SEC. 13. Section 52126 of the Education Code 
is amended to read: 
52126. The amount of funding that each school 
district implementing a Class Size Reduction Program 
pursuant to this chapter is eligible to receive shall be 
computed as follows: 
(a) If a school district applies to participate 
in Option One, pursuant to subparagraph (A) of paragraph 
(2) of subdivision (b) of Section 52122, th~, .. 
Superintendent of Public Instruction shall apportion to 
the applicant school district an amount equal to eight 
hundred dollars ($800) for each pupil actually enrolled in 
the classes in which the school district implements the 
program, except that the maximum number of pupils for 
• 
which a school district may claim funding for an·y· elass 
shall not exceed 20. The number of pupils claimed 
pursuant to this subdivision shall be pupils actually 
• 
enrolled in classes participating in the Class Size 
Reduction Program and shall not be based on the average 
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(b) If a school district applies to participate 
in Option Two, pursuant to subparagraph (8) of paragraph 
(2) of subdi~lsion (b) of Section 52122, the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction shall apportion to 
the applicant school district an amount equal to four 
hundred dollars ($400) per 'pupil actually enrolled in the 
classes in which the school district implements the 
program, except that the number of pupils in any class for 
which a school district may claim funding for the 
instructional minutes offered ~hall not exceed 20. The 
number of pupils claimed pursuant to this subdivision 
shall be pupils actually enrolled in classes participating 
• 
in the Class Size Reduction Program and shal~ not be based 
• • ." 
on the average size of the classes for any grade levels 
for which funding is claimed. 
(c) (1) If a school distr ict applies to 
participate in Option One, pursuant to subparagraph (A) of 
paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 52122, the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction shall apportion to 
the applic~nt school district an amount equal to s,i~ 
hundred fifty dollars ($650) Eor each pupil actually 
enrolled in the classes in which the school district 
implements the program and at least one of the following 
conditions exists: 
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Section 52122 have been satisfied, except for the 
requirements of either paragraph (1) or (2), of that 
subdivision, or both. 
(B) The pupil enrolls in the school district 
after February 16, 1998. 
(2) The maximum number of pupils for which a 
school district may claim funding for any class does not 
• 
exceed 20. The number of pupils claimed pursuant to this 
subdivision shall be pupils actually enrolled in classes 
participating in the Class 8~ze Reduction Program, and 
shall not be based on the average size of the classes for 
any grade levels for which funding is claimed. 
(d) (1) If a school district appl~es to .. -
participate in Option 2, pursuant to subparagraph (B) of 
paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 52122, the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction shall apportion to 
the applicant district an amount equal to three hundred 
twenty-five dollars ($325) for each pupil actually 
enrolled in the classes in which the school district 
implements the program and at least one of the following 
conditions exists: 
(A) The requirements or subdivision (e) of 
Section 52122 have been satisfied, except for the 
requirements or either paragraph (1) or (2) of that 
subdivision, or both. • 
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(B) The pupil enrolls in the school district 
• 
after February 16, )998. 
(2) The maximum number of pupils for which a 
school district may claim funding for any class shall not 
• 
exceed 20. The number of pupils claimed pursuant to this 
subdivision shall be pupils actually enrolled in classes 
participating in the Class Size Reduction Program, and 
shall not be based on the average size of the classes for 
any grade levels for which funding is claimed • 
• 
(e) The per pupil amount set forth in 
subdivisions (a) and (b) shall be increased annually for 
inflation by the percentage change determined pursuant to 
subdivision (b) of Section 42238.1. -- - . 
(f) Except for the advance apportionment, the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction shall apportion funds 
to a school district only after certification that its 
Class Size Reduction Program has been implemented for that 
fiscal year. 
(g) The Superintendent of Public Instru~tion 
shall apportion funds for this program in the following 
- • manner: • 
(1) An advance apportionment shall be made 
following passage of the annual Budget Act. This 
apportionment shall be provided to all school districts 
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and shall be limited to 25 percent of the amount computed 
by multiplying the appropriate per pupil stipends times 
the actual enrollment in each participating class in the 
prior fiscal year, as reported by the district pursuant to 
subdivision (d) of Section 52124. 
(2) Each year an apportionment to all 
applicants shall be made following receipt of applications 
submitted pursuant to Section 52123, adjusted as necessary 
by the amount received pursuant to paragraph (1). 1£ a 
school district that particip~ted in this program in the 
prior fiscal year fails to submit an application, all 
funds apportioned to that school district pursuant to 
paragraph (1) shall be deducted from the district's next -- . 
monthly principal apportionment payment. 
(3) A final adjustment to the amounts paid 
pursuant to paragraph (2) shall be made following receipt 
of the actual enrollment in each participating class, to 
be reported by each school district pursuant to 
subdivision (d) of Section 52124. • • 
(h) Irrespective of the amount that a school 
district receives pursuant to subdivision (a) on the basis 
of the application it makes under Section 52123, that 
district shall not retain any funds it receives for any 
class that does not actually meet all of the requirements 
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the tetai statewide ameunt eemputed fer the purpeses ef 
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SEC. 14. Section 52129 is added to the 
Education Code, to read: 
52129. (a) The Class Size Reduction Fund is 
hereby created in the State Treasury and notwithstanDing 
Section 13340 of the Government Code continuously .. 
appropriated to the State Department of Education. From 
• 
any funds that are transferred to the Class Size Reduction 
Fund, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall 
-~ -- • 
annually apportion to each school district the funds for 
which the school district is eligible pursuant to the 
Class Size Reduction Program under this chapter. 
(b) It is the intent of the Legislature that 
the establishment Q.f the Class Size Reduction Fund shall 
provide a guarantee that the funds necessary to ·pay. the 
costs of class size reduction for all public school pupils 
in kindergarten and in grades 1 to 3, inclusive, shall be 
available. 
(c) The Director of Finance shall annually 
calculate the amount necessary to fully fund the Class 




Chapter. The amount to be calculated pursuant to this 
subdivision shall be the product of the enrollment in 
kindergarten and in. grades 1 to 3, inclusive, as projected by 
the Director of Finance and the option One per pupil amount. 
From the total funds allocated to school districts from the 
General Fund pursuant to subdivision (b) of section 8 of 
Article XVI of the California Constitution, the controller 
shall annually transfer to the Class Size Reduction Fund the 
amount calculated pursuant to this subdivision. 
(d) The Director of Finance shall biennially 
.. 
determine if there are excess funds ln the Class Size Reduction 
Fund. Upon certification by the Director of Finance, the 
Controller shall transfer any excess funds to the proposition 
-- -' 
98 Reversion Account. -- • 
SEC 15. Chapter 14.5 (commencing with section 
52990) is added to Part 28 of the Education Code, to read: 
CHAPTER 14.5. SCHOOLSITE GOVERNING COUNCILS AND TEACHER 
EVALUATION 
52990. As a condition to receiving funds under any 
program established pursuant to this part or Part 29 
. 
(commencing with section 54000), the governing board of each 
school district shall ensure that each school in that 
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is composed as follows: 
(a) The schoolsite governing council shall 
consist of representatives of classroom teachers selected 
by classroom teachers at the school and representatives of 
parents of pupils attending the school selected by the 
parents. 
(b) At least two-thirds of the members of the 
schoolsite governing council shall be parents of pupils of 
that school. 
(c) The term and procedures for selection and 
replacement of governing council members shall be. 
specified in the schoolsite governing council1s bylaws, 
.. 
which shall be developed in accordance with procedures 
adopted and promulgated by the governing board of the 
school district. 
- -- -
52990.5. (a) The schoolsite governing . -COUnC11., 
in consultation with the principal, shall make all 
decisions for the school with respect to the school's 
• 
curricula and expenditure of funds allocated by the 
governing board to the school, and shall perform the 
duties prescribed in Section 52991. 
• • 
(b) The school principal shall make the 
decisions regarding the employment at the school of all 
personnel and the removal from the school of all personnel 







responsible for assigning personnel who have been removed 
from the school by the principal. • 
52991. The schoolsite governing council shall 
perform the following duti~s: 
(a) Each member of the schoolsite council shall 
attend training sessions provided by the district or 
district designee. 
(b) Gather and examine available data on the 
gains made 
. ' -
by the pupils enrolled ~n the school towards 
meeting the standards of expe~ted pupil achievement. The 
data shall provide separate information on the gains of 
pupils from families receiving free or reduced-price meals 
pursuant to Section 49512, gifted and talent~d pupils, 
• 
special education pupils, and the gains of English 
learners toward meeting the standards of expected pupil 
achievement. Under no circumstances shall that data 
reveal the actual names of individual pupils. 
(c) At the secondary school level, seek advice 
from representatives of local 'businesses and postsecondary 
institutions. 
(d) Request assistance from the school district 
if it is determined that an unsatisfactory number of the 
pupils in the school fail to make significant gains 
towards meeting the standards of expected pupil 






















consecutive years that the identified pupil has spent 
attending the school. 
(e) For each school year, develop a new, or 
revise an existing, educational quality improvement plan 
that has been drafted by the certificated employees of the 
school, and approved by a majority of teachers of the 
school. The schoolsite governing council shall make 
modifications, if any, and approve the plan. The 
educational quality improvement plan shall be a 
comprehensive plan for the entire school. The plan shall 
'. describe the educational program of the school and shall 
include a specific plan for improving that program, 
including, but not necessarily limited to, all of the 
. --. 
following: • 
(1) A proposed expenditure plan for funds 
allocated to the schoolsite. 
(2) Preventive actions that will be taken to 
reduce the likelihood that any pupil will complete grades 
4, 8, or 10 without making significant gains toward? 
• 
meeting the .standards of expected pupil achievement, and 
• 
preventive actions that will be taken to ensure that no 
• 
pupil leaves grade 3 without basic proficiency in reading. 
(3) Identification of the pupils completing 
grades 4, 8, alld 10 who have not made significant gail1s 
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.. 
achievement, the actions that will be taken to improve the 
performance of those pupils, and how those actions will be 
funded. • 
(4) Identification of pupils completing grade 2 
who have not mastered basic reading, and actions that will 
be taken to assist these pupils to become proficient in 
reading. 
(5) Staff development activities to improve 
beginning reading instruction, including phonemic 
awareness and systematically explicit phonics, and other 
'. 
staff development opportunities. 
(6) Core curriculum areas in need of 
improvement at the school. .- . . -. 
• 
(7) Instructional strategies that will be used 
to meet the standards of expected pupil achievement. 
(8) Strategies to increase involvement of 
parents in their child's education. 
(9) Incorporation of a current, appropriate 
technology plan or the establishment of an appropr~ate 
technology plan. 
52991.5. (a) Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, the principal of a school shall be 
responsible for evaluation of the personnel who are 
employed at that school. 




• # ' 
• 
a principal, as part of his or her evaluation of the 
performance of a certificated employee at the scho~l, shall 
utilize the results of pupil performance on assessments 
• 
administered pursuant to Article 4 (commencing with Section 
• 
60640) of Chapter 5 of Part 33 in the determination of the 
job performance of the employee. 
52992. On or before February I, 1999, the State 
Department of Education shall submit draft regulations for 
. 
the implementation of this chapter to the State Board of 
Education for its approval. The State Board of Education 
'. 
shall submit regulations implementing this chapter to the 




SEC. 16. If any part or parts of this act are 
found to be in conflict with federal law or with the 
constitutions of the United States or California, the act 
• 
shall be implemented to the maximum extent permitted by 
federal law and the constitutions of the United States and 
• 
California. Any provisions of this act held to be invalid 
shall be severed from the remaining provisions of this act, 
which shall be given full effect. 
SEC. 17. Except where expressly provided 
otherwise, this act shall beCOlne operative for all school 
-34- • 
terms which commence at least 60 days after the effective 
date of this act. 
SEC 18. The provisions of this act may be 
amended by statute that becomes effective upon approval by 
the electorate or by a statute to further the act's purpose 
that is passed by a four-fifths vote of each house of the 
Legislature and signed by the Governor. 
-i 
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